The River Discontinuum: Applying Beaver Modifications to Baseline Conditions for Restoration of Forested Headwaters
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Billions of dollars are being spent in the United States to restore rivers to a desired, yet often unknown, reference condition. In lieu of a known reference, practitioners typically assume the paradigm of a connected watercourse. Geological and ecological processes, however, create patchy and discontinuous fluvial systems. One of these processes, dam building by North American beavers (Castor canadensis), generated discontinuities throughout precolonial river systems of northern North America. Under modern conditions, beaver dams create dynamic sequences of ponds and wet meadows among free-flowing segments. One beaver impoundment alone can exceed 1000 meters along the river, flood the valley laterally, and fundamentally alter biogeochemical cycles and ecological structures. In this article, we use hierarchical patch dynamics to investigate beaver-mediated discontinuity across spatial and temporal scales. We then use this conceptual model to generate testable hypotheses addressing channel geomorphology, natural flow regime, water quality, and biota, given the importance of these factors in river restoration.
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Private and public agencies across the United States spend billions of dollars on river restoration (Bernhardt et al. 2005) in attempts to return targeted systems to a state similar to that before disturbance. Our understanding of the predisturbance system, however, is framed by recent human alterations (e.g., Walter and Merritts 2008). To successfully implement a project that achieves even partial restoration, it is essential to understand the baseline conditions (Wohl 2005).

The baseline typically used in river restoration is a continuous, free-flowing system (FISRWG 1998). However, in catchments with limited modern human impact, the presumed continuity of headwaters is fragmented by bedrock, colluvium, large wood, past glacial scouring and deposition, and North American beaver (Castor canadensis) dams (Naiman et al. 1988, Ballantyne 2002, Benda et al. 2005), among other discontinuities. These components increase longitudinal heterogeneity by generating a stepped channel-bed profile in place of the continuous slope of the reference condition, with shallower gradients, slower velocities, and the accumulation of sediment upstream of blockages, and with scouring downstream of them. River discontinuities increase lateral heterogeneity by maintaining upstream floodplains, scouring additional downstream channels, and causing channel avulsions.

River obstructions and their impacts also vary over time, with the temporal scale depending on the type of discontinuity. Bedrock discontinuities are created and destroyed at the longest time scale. Glacial scouring and deposition occurs within the temporal and spatial discontinuities set by bedrock. Following glacial retreat, paraglacial modification continues for tens of thousands of years (Ballantyne 2002). Sediment, debris, and beaver dams modify the river corridor at a still smaller scale, with creation and destruction by stochastic events such as fire and floods (Benda et al. 2004) and beaver activity, and time scales of persistence as short as years to decades.

These discontinuities have been largely removed from rivers in the United States through recent human activities such as bedrock blasting, debris-dam removal, other channel homogenization for log drives, placer mining, logging of forests that once supplied major debris dams, beaver trapping, and floodplain reclamation (Lichtatowich 1999, Wohl 2005). Many of the remaining preexisting discontinuities have been modified—and new ones created—by human dam and road construction. For example, table 1 compares beaver dams with run-of-the-river human dams; run-of-the-river dams are the most common existing and removed dams in the United States (Poff and Hart 2002). However, rather than viewing...
human discontinuities as modifications of preexisting ones, restoration efforts typically view human dams and roads as features that disrupt otherwise continuous systems.

Recent beaver recolonization provides an opportunity to examine one of the major discontinuities once present in rivers. Beavers create a shifting mosaic (sensu Stanford et al., 2005) of free-flowing, impounded, and meadow habitats (see examples in figure 1), the last two of which can dominate a river network (Naiman et al. 1988). Of these, beaver impoundments have been well studied at the reach and segment scale. When compared with a modern free-flowing reference, they alter hydrologic and sediment transport

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Run-of-the-river human dam</th>
<th>Intact beaver dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Permeability</td>
<td>Impermeable</td>
<td>Leaky or somewhat permeable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Structure longevity</td>
<td>100 to 1000 years</td>
<td>10 to 100 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of spillways or downstream channels</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>One or more</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crest geometry</td>
<td>Simple, usually linear</td>
<td>Complex, irregular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic cross section at the spillway crest</td>
<td>Uniformly fast and shallow</td>
<td>Variable, with concentrations of faster and deeper water, often with multiple spillways; flow may be entirely through the dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low-flow water passage</td>
<td>Little to no release</td>
<td>Water continues to leak through dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream water level variability</td>
<td>Little to none</td>
<td>Variable over the water year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upstream littoral zone</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>Wide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Run-of-the-river dams are the most common existing and removed dam type in the United States (Poff and Hart 2002).

Figure 1. Examples of headwater segment types classified in this article: (a) free flowing, (b) beaver meadow, (c) valley beaver impoundment, and (d) in-channel beaver impoundment.
regimes (cf. Pollock et al. 2003), biogeochemical cycles (Correll et al. 2000), and habitats (cf. Rosell et al. 2005).

Although beaver impoundments are well studied, little research has been conducted on the role of beaver meadows in catchment processes, although these features may be dominant in the headwater network (see discussion below). Additionally, the literature does not examine the cumulative, serial impacts (sensu Ward and Stanford 1983) of beaver-generated discontinuities. This lack of research is in spite of the density of beaver dams reaching 3 per 100 meters (m) locally (Burchsted et al. 2009) and 10 per kilometer at larger scales (Pollock et al. 2003), and despite the importance of understanding processes at large scales for effective restoration (Palmer 2009). Additionally, understanding of the effects of beaver dams has not yet been applied to the many enterprises of river restoration, despite the impact of these dams on the processes targeted for restoration. Lastly, beaver dams are one of the many types of discontinuities altering river networks, and we use them in this article as a ubiquitous and well-defined example. We need to scale up our understanding of fluvial discontinuity to add additional information to the body of literature, and to apply this research to river restoration design.

This article presents a framework to guide future research by considering beaver-created features in headwaters. Headwater streams up to the fourth order in size account for 60% to 80% of miles in a river network (Benda et al. 2005). Because they control the sediment supply and strongly influence the biotic diversity of river networks (Meyer et al. 2007), they are important for restoration. In order to incorporate discontinuity into the headwater restoration baselines at appropriate scales, we present a discontinuous, hierarchical, patch-dynamics conceptual model (sensu Wu and Loucks 1995, Poole 2002).

In this model, beaver impoundment and meadow habitats are patches generated by the physical discontinuities of intact and breached beaver dams, respectively. These patches store and release water and sediments—with storage or release depending on the habitat type, season, and climatic conditions—resulting in a stepped longitudinal profile of the flux of these materials. Beaver dams may also limit organism movement, and they generate discontinuities in the longitudinal oxygen profile that modify biogeochemical cycling along the river corridor.

To apply the concept of longitudinal discontinuity to river restoration, we first consider the existing reference condition most commonly used in restoration design. We then describe the theoretical stream ecology literature beyond the river restoration reference, and build on the body of literature to create our conceptual model. Finally, we use our model to generate testable hypotheses that can guide future research, focusing on the major processes addressed by river restoration. We conclude by describing potential specific applications in restoration projects.

Current river restoration view of headwaters

River restoration priorities and designs commonly view rivers as equilibrium systems determined by local physical conditions, stripped of the complexities of multiple possible equilibrium states created by biological—particularly human—influences at scales beyond the site (Palmer 2009). The common practice of basing restoration design on physical reach-scale reference conditions is founded in this misperception. These reference conditions are derived from the river continuum concept (RCC; Vannote et al. 1980) and the longitudinal profile zones described by Schumm (1977), generating the vision of a continuous, free-flowing river (FISRWG 1998). Therefore, reference headwaters are narrow water bodies with higher gradients, larger mineral sediments, higher water velocities, organic matter dominated by terrestrial inputs, and a nearly closed forest canopy, and they are part of a continuous gradient from headwaters to mouth.

An example of reference-based restoration is shown in figure 2, a previously impounded reach shown one day after dam removal. In this case, a reference reach was selected from the same watercourse and the sediment impounded by the dam was removed as needed to create a channel as similar as possible to the reference—a common design practice (Pizzuto 2002). Additional design factors included channel and bank stability, longitudinal connectivity, and hydraulic conditions favorable for fish passage.

In comparison, the analogous beaver dam failure creates a beaver meadow, where the channel cross section is visibly narrower and deeper than the upstream or downstream reference on the same river (figure 1b). Since the channel in the meadow erodes out of previously impounded sediments, the bed is generally finer in size than the reference. Scattered cobbles on the bed surface, the result of bed coarsening, demonstrate the trajectory of the channel as it transitions to a state similar to the reference. Although the channel is actively eroding, most of the impounded sediments remain vegetated in place in the riparian zone.

![Figure 2. Example of a dam removal approximately one week following removal. View is facing upstream from within the area of the removed dam. White arrows mark the remaining abutments of the original dam face. The channel has been created by removing impounded sediment to match the shape of a downstream reference reach. Cobble substrate placed on the streambed will resist erosion in accordance with sediment transport theory. The banks are cut to a stable slope, stabilized at the base with large cobbles, and seeded with native vegetation. Compare with the channel in figure 1b.](image-url)
Without valuing one system over the other, we note that these two channels are fundamentally different. The differences can be traced in part to the emphasis of human dam removal on longitudinal connectivity of water and sediment. In contrast, beaver dam failure creates a relatively small breach in the dam; the remaining dam structure continues to impede high flows, and the eroding channel provides a source of sediment. Additional disparities in channel form are caused by differences in the discontinuity of the barriers before removal or failure (table 1). In order to select the appropriate reference condition for dam removal, it is necessary to understand the role of these different reach types at the catchment scale.

The issue of scale is further apparent when considering the common assumption that increasing heterogeneity at the reach scale increases species diversity, a belief that is largely unfounded (Palmer et al. 2010). The failure of this assumption in practice can be traced, in part, to its application at the incorrect scale. When scale is increased and multiple habitat types are included at the network scale, species diversity increases (Wright et al. 2002), but this understanding has not been applied to river restoration.

The forested headwater paradigm

In addition to providing a foundation for river restoration design, the RCC has generated decades of research and theoretical advances. The longitudinal gradient of the RCC has been expanded to allow for lateral (Junk et al. 1989) and subsurface (Stanford and Ward 1993) continuity, and has given way in part to longitudinal discontinuity generated by geologic features and physical processes (Montgomery 1999, Benda et al. 2004). Discontinuity creates patches, and relatively homogenous, distinct patches with clear boundaries interact longitudinally, laterally, and vertically (Pringle et al. 1988). Additional work has recognized that different processes dominate at various scales of time and space, resulting in the concept of hierarchical scaling of the river network (Frissell et al. 1986).

Superimposed on this patchy, heterogeneous morphology, organism actions and responses also control geomorphology and greatly increase patch heterogeneity through means beyond pure physical control over processes (Naiman and Rogers 1997). Of the many organisms that modify their environments, beavers influence channel morphology and biogeochemistry so dramatically that they inspired the

Figure 3. An example of beaver modification of a temperate forested headwater stream. Branch Brook in Union, Connecticut, a first- through third-order watercourse in this view, shown before and after beaver colonization. Flow is to the man-made lake at the southern boundary of this view. (a) A 1934 aerial photograph overlaid with segment types identified in the field in 2007 and 2008. (b) Late 1990s aerial photograph with 2007–2008 segments. Beaver-modified segments include both beaver impoundments and meadows.
paradigm of the “ecosystem engineer” (Jones et al. 1994). Further, they dominated the precolonial headwaters of North America north of the Mexican border, with a range that excluded only the arid deserts of the US West, the Florida peninsula, and the arctic tundra. They constructed at least 25 million dams prior to European colonization, with modern dam densities of 10 per kilometer and more in areas with limited modern human influence (Pollock et al. 2003).

Despite their former success, beavers are absent from much of their historic range, and the impacts of their constructed features are missing from the RCC. The North American fur industry systematically eradicated beavers, with extirpations beginning on the East Coast in 1675 and proceeding westward (Thorson 2009). In the 20th century, state wildlife agencies successfully reintroduced beavers (e.g., CTDEP 2000), providing an opportunity to better understand this component of the precolonial fluvial system.

An example of the extent of beaver-created modifications can be seen in figure 3. Before recolonization, the valley bottom consisted of a densely forested riparian corridor, with no stream channel visible from the air. In contrast, the valley bottom after beaver colonization is a discontinuous, longitudinal juxtaposition of patches with extensive impoundments, meadows, and free-flowing segments. Inspection of historic aerial photos and of dead wood in the impoundments revealed that preimpoundment riparian trees were similar in size to the adjacent upland forest. The extent of river modification by beaver in this example is similar to other examples in the literature (e.g., Naiman et al. 1988).

The river discontinuum

Beaver dams are just one type of the many longitudinal discontinuities that can be found along the river corridor, all of which partially decouple downstream water and sediment transport, and in some cases also act as barriers to organism movement. Stanford and Ward (1993) described the subsurface hydrologic impact of the geologic discontinuities responsible for beaded valley morphology. Additional in-stream features can be viewed in the context of a gradient that ranges from fully continuous to fully discontinuous (see figure 4 for examples). Although this article describes intact and failed beaver dams as discontinuous, we do not intend to suggest an absolute condition but rather to describe the overall tendency in contrast with the continuous reference condition.

Using the example of beaver dams, table 2 shows how longitudinal decoupling can manifest as spatially and temporally variable storage and release of water and sediment, creating steps within the longitudinal profile of sediment and water flux. Additionally, these longitudinal discontinuities typically correspond with greater upstream lateral connectivity of water and sediment (Kondolf et al. 2006). The resulting patchy distribution of biogeochemical regimes and of habitats along the stream corridor corresponds with the longitudinal discontinuities.

Since the RCC cannot accommodate this level of complexity, a new reference paradigm is required. As described by Poole (2002), hierarchical patch dynamics (HPD) accommodate the patch discontinuity of river networks at appropriate scales. When using this perspective, the riverscape at any given scale is broken into three-dimensional patches. A patch (encompassing element) at one scale can be divided into smaller patches (component elements) at finer scales, allowing for contextual, or top-down, processes. Component elements at the same scale are linked by within-scale processes. A series of component elements can affect the encompassing element, which allows for bottom-up processes.

A conceptual HPD model for a temperate forested headwater network is shown in figure 5. Beaver impoundments and meadows are explicitly included at the segment scale, in accordance with the following criteria (Frisell et al. 1986, Poole 2002): (a) they are often hundreds of meters in length; (b) they are equivalent in length to the distance of one tributary confluence to another (e.g., see figure 2 in Poole 2002), although confluences are often within the beaver-created segments rather than at the longitudinal limits; (c) their component element boundaries are “set by inundation frequency and duration” (Poole 2002, p. 646); and (d) large beaver dams act similarly to the segment boundary of major falls (Frisell et al. 1986, p. 203), with upstream features constrained laterally by valley walls. Since long-lasting impoundments persist for

![Figure 4. Examples of features along a river corridor on a gradient from discontinuous to continuous, where the entirely continuous feature allows all water and sediment to flow through the cross section unmodified, and the discontinuous feature blocks all water and sediment flow. Each of the feature types provided here as an example has a range along this gradient depending on factors such as the size, materials, and condition of the feature.](image-url)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel process or feature</th>
<th>Relative discharge</th>
<th>Intact beaver dam</th>
<th>Breached beaver dam</th>
<th>Free-flowing reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal water transport</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Discontinuous: the dam is a barrier to downstream water flow, there is release of stored water from the impoundment, and increased evaporation in the impoundment</td>
<td>Continuous: dam is minor barrier to surface flow; there is release of stored water from meadow</td>
<td>Continuous: ripples are minor barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Discontinuous: dam is barrier to downstream water flow; storage of water in impoundment</td>
<td>Discontinuous: dam is partial barrier to downstream water flow; storage of overbank water in meadow</td>
<td>Continuous: no barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Continuous or discontinuous: no barrier when intact; dam failure releases stored water and magnifies runoff</td>
<td>Discontinuous: dam is partial barrier to downstream water flow; storage of overbank water in meadow</td>
<td>Continuous: no barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel connection with aquifer, bank, and floodplain</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Continuous: combined surface-water and groundwater table across width of impoundment; aquifer release to downstream channel</td>
<td>Continuous: increased groundwater table in meadow; aquifer release to channel and downstream</td>
<td>Continuous: hyporheic zone connected with surface water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Continuous: increased area of combined surface-water and groundwater table in impoundment</td>
<td>Continuous: aquifer storage in meadow; bank storage and release</td>
<td>Continuous: bank storage and release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Continuous: increased area of combined surface-water and groundwater table in impoundment</td>
<td>Continuous: aquifer and bank storage in meadow; groundwater may reach the surface</td>
<td>Continuous: floodplain storage and release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal hydraulic patterns</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Discontinuous: slow, very deep, wide, low-gradient flow in impoundment; transition at dam</td>
<td>Discontinuous: narrow, deep, low-gradient flow in meadow channel; transition at dam</td>
<td>Discontinuous: slow, deep pools alternate with shallow, fast riffles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Discontinuous: deep and wide with higher-velocity pathways; transition at dam</td>
<td>Discontinuous: narrow, deep, low-gradient flow in channel; transition at dam</td>
<td>Continuous: minor differences between riffles and pools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Discontinuous: impoundment stores sediments</td>
<td>Discontinuous: narrow, deep, low-gradient flow in meadow; transition at dam</td>
<td>Partially discontinuous: pools increase in velocity compared with riffles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal sediment transport</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Discontinuous: some sediments mobilized; impoundment stores sediments as flows decrease</td>
<td>Continuous: limited sediment source from channel erosion</td>
<td>Continuous: sediment sources and sinks in channel (e.g., bars, eroding banks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Discontinuous: sediments can be mobilized; dam breach releases massive sediment load</td>
<td>Continuous: probable sediment source in channel; possible sediment deposition in meadow</td>
<td>Continuous: sediment sources and sinks in channel (e.g., bars, eroding banks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Continuous: oxygen is depleted in the impoundment; anoxia in sediments</td>
<td>Continuous: probable sediment source in channel; possible sediment deposition in meadow</td>
<td>Continuous: sediment sources and sinks in channel (e.g., bars, eroding banks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal dissolved oxygen profile</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Continuous in-channel, discontinuous meadow; the channel is saturated in oxygen; wet meadow soils are anoxic</td>
<td>Continuous: saturated in oxygen throughout</td>
<td>Continuous: saturated in oxygen throughout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fish migration</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Discontinuous: barrier to movement of fish</td>
<td>Continuous: organisms can freely move through the breach</td>
<td>Continuous: no barriers except in very low flow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Partially continuous: limited connectivity at dam; impoundment may provide refuge</td>
<td>Partially continuous: breach in dam may be a hydraulic barrier; meadow may provide refuge</td>
<td>Partially continuous: hydraulic conditions and sediment load pose a danger to fish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The pool-riffle sequence is considered as the free-flowing reference condition, a commonly used restoration reference although other types may also be used (FISRWG 1998).
Figure 5. Schematic of a hierarchical patch dynamics perspective (Wu and Loucks 1995, Poole 2002) of the forested headwater system, which explicitly includes features created by beavers. Each row represents a different scale perspective of the same landscape. Continuing smaller scales (e.g., habitat, microhabitat) are not shown here. Examples of patch types at each scale are provided only as examples. It is possible to view the system in numerous ways and many important patch types (e.g., beaver dams at reach scale) are not shown. Patches or elements at the same scale are linked by within-scale processes. Encompassing elements at larger scales provide top-down context for component elements at smaller scales.

centuries, and beaver-created wetlands remain for centuries to millennia (Naiman et al. 1988), we propose that the segment time scale include hundreds of years to accommodate the relevant biological and geological factors (figure 5).

At the smaller reach scale, the size and nature of patches depend on the type of encompassing element. For example, separate 10- to 100-m long channel patches (reaches) may not exist in impounded segments, where the surface water patch can extend for much of the length of the impoundment (Johnston and Naiman 1987). If the elements at this scale are more broadly defined as acting at the 10- to 100-m scale in one or more dimensions, and as component elements of a segment, component reach-scale elements can be defined by vegetation, inundation, oxygenation, and lithographic zones, as shown in table 3.

The addition of oxygenation zones to the patch element types previously presented in the literature is essential to a discussion of reference headwater processes for restoration. Alternating aerobic and anaerobic segments affects numerous biogeochemical cycles at the network scale, of which carbon and nitrogen are especially notable.

Headwater segment descriptions
We explicitly define the following three primary headwater segment types: free flowing, beaver impoundment, and beaver meadow (see figure 1 for examples). Beaver
Table 3. Segment component elements and their boundaries, at the 10-meter and 10- to 100-year scale, for each of the major segment types found in forested headwaters colonized by beavers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Direction of view</th>
<th>Free flowing</th>
<th>Beaver Impoundment</th>
<th>Beaver meadow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Longitudinal</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inundation and vegetation zones</td>
<td>Channel reach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment component</td>
<td>Channel reach</td>
<td>Inundation zones: water depth and inundation frequency and duration, as controlled by beaver dam height and condition and by impounded sediment</td>
<td>Wood and sediment remains from earlier beaver activity; knickpoints from headward-progressing erosion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries</td>
<td>Geologic discontinuities; debris and sediment dams</td>
<td>Vegetation zones: inundation zones and ecological factors</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td></td>
<td>Inundation and vegetation zones</td>
<td>Inundation and vegetation zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment component</td>
<td>Inundation zones</td>
<td>Inundation zones: water depth and inundation frequency and duration, as controlled by beaver dam height and condition and by impounded sediment</td>
<td>Inundation zones: water depth and inundation frequency and duration, as controlled by channel morphology, valley microtopography, and remnant dams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries</td>
<td>Inundation frequency and duration, as controlled by channel morphology and valley topography</td>
<td>Vegetation zones: inundation zones and ecological factors</td>
<td>Vegetation zones: inundation zones and ecological factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertical</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oxygenation and aquifer zones</td>
<td>Oxygenation and aquifer zones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment component</td>
<td>Aquifer zones</td>
<td>Oxygenation zones: dissolved oxygen levels in the water column and sediments</td>
<td>Oxygenation zones: dissolved oxygen levels in soil porewater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundaries</td>
<td>Lithologic boundaries</td>
<td>Aquifer zones: lithologic boundaries</td>
<td>Aquifer zones: lithologic boundaries</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Impoundment boundaries are set by surface water limits as impounded by a beaver dam. Beaver meadow boundaries are set by the limit of saturated sediment created by a failed beaver dam. Free-flowing segment boundaries are set by significant geomorphic constrictions or beaver-segment limits. Each of these segment types is described in further detail below, and a summary of key structure and function parameters is presented in table 4.

**Free flowing.** Free-flowing streams are described as a robust body of literature. The numerous forms of this segment type in headwaters include bedrock, colluvial, cascade, step pool, plane bed, pool riffle, and dune ripple systems (Montgomery and Buffington 1997), all of which generally have a zero to positive net sediment export. These channels are oxygenated, and water and sediment transport are coupled (Church 2002), although transport can be decoupled by reworked glacial deposits, bedrock obstructions, colluvial sediment inputs, and large woody debris (Montgomery 1999). The stream banks of the free-flowing segment are forested, maintaining lower water temperatures and providing critical organic inputs to the stream. The resulting in-stream community, as characterized by the RCC, includes macroinvertebrates that fundamentally depend on the organic matter supplied by the riparian forest. Fisheries management of this segment type is often focused on trout and salmon (Salmonidae spp.) populations.

**Beaver impoundment.** A beaver impoundment is a previously free-flowing river segment flooded by a beaver dam. Although new dam locations can be unpredictable, the ultimate success of these dams depends on water reliability (sensu Howard and Larson 1985) as well as food availability. In particular, lower stream gradients improve beaver colony success—and presumed longevity of the impoundment—as well as increasing the amount of impounded sediments (Howard and Larson 1985, Persico and Meyer 2009). Additional major water reliability parameters include low percentage of well-drained soils, high watershed size, and high stream width (Howard and Larson 1985).

Once the impoundment is successfully established, it is characterized by large dead wood, either standing or fallen; low water velocities; and accumulated fine-grained and organic sediments (Pollock et al. 2003). Relative to free-flowing segments, the channel is deeper at the dam (though it can be much shallower in the upper reaches of the larger impoundments because of sediment accumulation) and the higher riparian groundwater table supports littoral marshes. The combination of slow water and high productivity results in low oxygen concentrations in the water column (Snodgrass and Meffe 1998) and in the sediments, which can become
Table 4. Comparison of structure and function of headwater segment types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stream parameter</th>
<th>Free flowing</th>
<th>Beaver impoundment</th>
<th>Beaver meadow</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel shape</td>
<td>Lower sinuosity</td>
<td>Pond</td>
<td>Higher sinuosity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal width</td>
<td>Moderately narrow</td>
<td>In-channel dam: narrow</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal depth</td>
<td>Shallow</td>
<td>Shallow to deep</td>
<td>Moderately shallow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankfull width</td>
<td>Moderately wide</td>
<td>Moderately to very wide</td>
<td>Moderately wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bankfull depth</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>Moderately shallow to deep</td>
<td>Moderate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floodplain width</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>Narrow</td>
<td>Wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel bed material size</td>
<td>Gravel to boulder, with gravel or sand deposition (embedded)</td>
<td>Organic, with layers of gravel or fines</td>
<td>Unsorted, with scattered cobbles on surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Segment-scale sediment transport</td>
<td>Stable or erosional</td>
<td>Depositional</td>
<td>Erosional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach-scale sediment transport: erosion</td>
<td>Bar migration; channel widening; entrenchment; scouring downstream of dams</td>
<td>Riparian burrowing and canal construction</td>
<td>Channel entrenchment; armorng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reach-scale sediment transport: deposition</td>
<td>Bar migration; channel narrowing or filling</td>
<td>Pond bottom sedimentation</td>
<td>Off-channel sedimentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Open or closed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organic matter (OM) source</td>
<td>Riparian forest</td>
<td>Macrophyte and autotroph</td>
<td>Riparian macrophyte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolved oxygen</td>
<td>High to saturated</td>
<td>Low to zero</td>
<td>Channel: high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Redox potential</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low to negative</td>
<td>Riparian: low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OM storage stock/accumulation rate</td>
<td>Low/negative</td>
<td>High/high</td>
<td>Low to high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instream temperature</td>
<td>Cool</td>
<td>Warm</td>
<td>High/unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional feeding groups</td>
<td>shredders, filters</td>
<td>Collectors, predators, filters</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Normal width and depth exceeded approximately 50% of the time.

entirely anoxic (Naiman et al. 1988), creating a net storage of organic nitrogen and carbon that is many times that of comparable free-flowing segments (Naiman et al. 1986). Beaver impoundments support entirely different communities than free-flowing reaches (cf. Rosell et al. 2005) because of higher summer water temperatures, lower oxygen levels, and deposition of fine grains and organic sediments. Though often thought to replace cool-water fish habitat with warm-water habitat (e.g., Muller-Schwarze and Sun 2003), beaver impoundments improve cool-water fisheries at the network scale in the large majority of site studies (Pollock et al. 2003).

This segment type can be subdivided into two distinct categories according to the width of the dam (Pullen 1971). The valley impoundment is created by a dam that extends beyond the free-flowing river channel, often impounding the valley bottom to the break in slope at the valley wall. These segments contain thick deposits of impounded sediments. In contrast, the in-channel impoundment is created by a beaver dam constrained by the bankfull channel. It can contain a range of sediment transport conditions from deposition to erosion. These dams are commonly found in series downstream of larger valley dams, and have a much shorter life span (Pullen 1971). Both types of impoundments can be further classified according to the age and condition of the dam (e.g., Pullen 1971, Snodgrass and Meffe 1998).

Beaver meadow. A beaver meadow is created following the breach of a beaver dam. An old dam is commonly overgrown with shrubs, with a clearly defined channel exiting through a breach. Normal flows are contained within a defined, sinuous channel (Naiman et al. 1994) formed in the impounded sediments through headward-progressing erosion that begins at the breach in the dam. Despite its sinuous form, depositional features that would indicate active channel meandering are absent. Rather, the channel cuts downward into unconsolidated impounded sediments, with near-vertical or undercut banks. The channel bed is unsorted, with scattered large cobbles on the surface indicating a coarsening process associated with removal of finer particles from the bed (figure 1b).

Beyond the channel banks, the meadow is vegetated with shrubs, grasses, sedges, and wetland herbs, distributed in patches according to the level of saturation as well as other ecological factors (e.g., Tervilliger and Pastor 1999). Meadows can be classified broadly according to the presence or absence of a shrub overstory (Wright et al. 2002), and along a gradient according to age of the meadow, which corresponds with the duration of inundation (Wright et al. 2003). The canopy is often closed over the channel in a shrub meadow. In an open meadow, grasses and sedges on the banks may provide some shading and organic inputs (Menninger and Palmer 2007).
Temporal variability of segments. In conjunction with spatial variability (figure 5), any given headwater segment will also change over time, a characteristic inherent in modifications by ecological engineers such as beavers (Stanford et al. 2005). The amount of time a modified habitat retains its characteristics and the rate of transition to another segment type depend on the speed with which the system recovers from an engineer-imposed modification. In the case of beavers, the sequence begins with construction of a dam, which converts a free-flowing segment to an impounded segment within years. The resulting impoundment generally persists for years to decades, although some last for centuries (Naiman et al. 1988, Wright et al. 2002). An abandoned dam can last for decades before being fully breached and generating the defined channel that completes the transition from impoundment to beaver meadow (Snodgrass and Meffe 1998). After a beaver meadow forms, it transitions from young and wet to old and moist (Naiman et al. 1994, Wright et al. 2002). The meadow then persists for centuries (Wright et al. 2002), and can transition into wetland features that remain for centuries to millennia (Naiman et al. 1988).

Although it is hypothesized that beaver meadows transition back to free-flowing segments in mature forests (e.g., Naiman et al. 1988), observations of this complete transition are generally lacking (Wright et al. 2004). This dearth of observation may be a result of long transition times that outlast the research time scale, although some late-successional streams have been observed (Bartel et al. 2010). The lengthy transition time is in spite of adjacent seed sources, and is partly a result of the lack of ectomycorrhizal fungi in meadow sediment (Terwilliger and Pastor 1999). Additionally, the most familiar form of the single-thread, free-flowing segment type may be a relict of postcolonial straightening of wetland streams that were the fully recovered form of beaver impoundments. Regardless, the cycle can begin anew with new dams constructed in beaver meadows or free-flowing segments.

Given the time scales of persistence, it seems likely that beaver meadows dominate the riverscape under baseline conditions. Exploring this sequence with a patch-dynamics model, Wright and colleagues (2004) predicted that continually active impoundments require a source of beavers to reoccur following predation, disease, or other loss. In catchments without this source, the river network may undergo repeated cycles of colonization and dam abandonment, resulting in a dominance of meadow segments over time.

Future research needs and implications for restoration

Beaver dams are an example of the many discontinuities that generate sources and sinks in the longitudinal profile of sediment and water flux. Given the importance of these physical parameters to ecological function, it is imperative to understand these impacts at the catchment scale for successful restoration (Palmer 2009). The conceptual model presented in this article is intended to frame research questions to address this need.

These research questions can be summarized as follows: How does a spatially and temporally discontinuous system affect the processes most commonly addressed by river restoration projects? Using the analysis of river restoration priorities by Bernhardt and colleagues (2005), the commonly addressed processes of restoration can be lumped into the categories of natural-flow regime, channel geomorphology (including sediment transport regimes and channel form), water quality, and biota. Known and hypothesized specifics of the impacts of beaver dams on these processes are presented below as an example of analysis of a river network that is patchy and punctuated by discontinuities.

Additionally, the conceptual model emphasizes that spatial variability resulting from longitudinal discontinuities cannot be seen until the perspective is extended beyond the reach scale. We expect that serial discontinuities would cause reach- and segment-scale process modifications to affect catchment-scale processes (Ward and Stanford 1983). Therefore, a second research question is: What are the cumulative impacts of non-human, predisturbance longitudinal discontinuities on river processes when considered at network—and larger—scales? Therefore, the following discussions consider the potential impact of beaver dams on processes at this scale.

Lastly, there is a need to apply ecological advances beyond the RCC to river restoration by asking: How can restoration projects accommodate our understanding of rivers as patchy systems punctuated by physical discontinuities? Although we stress that much more research must be completed in order to understand the previous two research questions, and to properly envision the baseline condition for restoration, we also note that there may be opportunities to test this understanding with on-the-ground restoration. Therefore, we conclude this section with potential prototype restoration projects that could be implemented to test a system's response when serial beaver dam discontinuity is considered at the catchment scale.

Beavers and the natural flow regime. Beaver-generated discontinuities impound water under high flows, which is stored as both surface- and groundwater (cf. Pollock et al. 2003). The potential impacts of these discontinuities at the catchment scale are best considered within the framework of the natural flow regime (sensu Polf et al. 1997), which encompasses the magnitude of flow during average and extreme events, as well as the timing, duration, frequency, and rates of change of flow rate during ecologically significant periods such as droughts and floods. Beaver activity alters the flow regime by enhancing surface storage and groundwater recharge, which presumably increase baseflows, reduce drought duration and frequency, and increase duration of high flows. Although baseflow rates rise in some beaver-colonized systems, others fall, potentially the result of greater evaporation from impoundments or increased transpiration from the riparian forest (e.g., Burns and McDonnell 1998). The impact of beaver colonization on baseflows may also be controlled by the underlying aquifer's ability to store and release groundwater recharged by the impoundment.

The impact of beaver activity on storm flow rates, in contrast, depends on antecedent conditions. In wet conditions, higher groundwater levels increase the saturated source
area, which can increase storm runoff. In dry conditions, beaver ponds can store runoff and decrease downstream peak flow rates (Rosell et al. 2005). Figure 6 provides a comparison of beaver ponds under wet and dry antecedent conditions. However, large storm events overwhelm the impacts of the beaver pond, with no difference detected between an impoundment outlet stream and a comparable free-flowing stream (Burns and McDonnell 1998). If a storm causes a beaver dam to fail, the peak flow rate can be greatly enhanced by the resulting flood wave, which may cause dam failures in series downstream (Butler and Malanson 2005). A dam’s ability to withstand storm flows depends on its condition, controlled by factors such as beaver food availability, predation, and tunneling in the dam by other animals.

Therefore, we hypothesize that beaver dams increase the complexity of storm response and result in a higher level of stochastic variability at the decadal time scale. Overall, for any given catchment, we hypothesize that the impact of beaver activity on the natural flow regime of a catchment depends on the relative abundance of each segment type, on the ability of the aquifer to store and release water, and on the climate.

Beavers and channel geomorphology. We hypothesize that the three primary headwater segment types differ fundamentally in both channel morphology and in process, and that these differences affect the sediment budget of a catchment. Processes associated with sediment regime differ at the segment scale, with overall deposition in impoundments, erosion in meadows, and transport or erosion in free-flowing segments. Of these sediment regimes, deposition in impoundments is sufficient to create riparian landforms that persist centuries to millennia and modify the landscape at the network scale (Ives 1942, Naiman et al. 1988, Butler and Malanson 2005).

Although less quantified than deposition, beaver-induced erosion also shapes the fluvial corridor. In addition to erosion in meadows described in the previous section, burrow and canal excavation by beavers also generates erosion (Butler 1995). Erosion is not limited to areas upstream of beaver dams; it can also occur downstream, and may be
confined to the predam channel. Valley dams, additionally, often have multiple spillways, eroding new channels and creating a multiple-thread reach downstream (Burchsted et al. 2009). The river may also spill over the dam to an entirely new location, eroding a new channel while the dam blocks the old one, creating a channel avulsion (John and Klein 2004). A further source of erosion is catastrophic erosion of impounded sediments caused by dam failure. Although this has not been well studied in beaver dams, transport of sediments in the event of human dam failure can be modeled as a sediment wave with a braided channel form that is transported downstream (Doyle et al. 2002).

Therefore, we hypothesize that the sediment wave released from the failure of a beaver dam would eventually create a braided deposit at the head of the next downstream impoundment. Further, the creation and later stochastic failure of dams would create a river system characterized by impoundments, meadows, and wetlands with multithread channels, where the multithread channels would be created both by sediment wave deposition from upstream impoundments and by erosion downstream of active dams. This predicted form is similar to the precolonial form retrodicted by Walter and Merritts (2008), set within a sequence of beaver meadows such as those described by Ives (1942).

Examination of modern beaver-colonized catchments suggests a net accumulation of sediments. Depositional segments can be up to 1000 m long and 10 to 100 m wide. In comparison, nonimpoundment erosional segments are rarely 100 m in length, with the width of a free-flowing channel. Since most impounded material remains in the meadows, it appears that the net balance would be sediment accumulation. Stratigraphic analysis by Persico and Meyer (2009), however, found less than 2 m of accumulation in most beaver meadows, despite the record of more than 4000 years of beaver activity in their study area. We hypothesize that the net impact of recent beaver colonization is accumulation of sediments. As the availability of ideal habitat decreases and impoundments fill in, however, the rate of accumulation presumably decreases. Therefore, we hypothesize that the total catchment sediment output would be slightly lower overall than currently estimated without beavers, with lower output under most flows, but much increased peak sediment load over the time scale of decades as a result of stochastic sediment release.

Although beaver meadows are erosional, most of the previously impounded sediments remain in place (Butler and Malanson 2005) and the channel banks are often nearly vertical, suggesting that the sediment is more stable than transport theory would predict. We propose three mechanisms that would promote sediment stability in beaver meadows: (1) the sediments are located within and on top of a matrix of large wood derived from the preimpoundment canopy, creating a segment-long debris dam; (2) increased nutrient availability and fluctuating water levels—and the corresponding large littoral zone—encourage macrophyte growth that stabilizes sediments; and (3) sediment particles are bound by microbial secretion of extracellular polymeric substances, which are found in freshwater ecosystems at levels similar to those that bind marine sediments enough to resist intertidal wave energy (Gerbersdorf et al. 2008).

**Beavers and water quality.** Beaver activity fundamentally modifies biogeochemical cycling at the network scale by creating reducing environments (Naiman et al. 1994, Johnston et al. 1995) in comparison with the oxidizing environments of free-flowing segments. When these segment types alternate, beaver ponds provide sites of denitrification (Correll et al. 2000). In spite of greater denitrification, nitrogen inputs to the beaver pond may nonetheless be higher than in the corresponding free-flowing segment because of both beaver foraging and impounding of forest stands as well as dramatically increased microbial fixation of nitrogen in beaver ponds (Collen and Gibson 2000). When comparing beaver ponds and free-flowing segments in catchments enriched with nitrogen, however, beaver ponds decrease nitrogen. Beaver ponds and meadows also have higher pH levels (Naiman et al. 1994) and bolster buffering capacity in acidic catchments (Collen and Gibson 2000). Therefore, we hypothesize that under beaver-dominated baseline conditions, nitrogen concentrations at the network scale were higher than in modern free-flowing conditions with limited modern human impact. Beaver colonization of modern nutrient-enriched catchments, however, is expected to lower overall nutrient concentrations. We further hypothesize that beaver-colonized catchments are more resistant to fluctuations in nutrient inputs when compared with free-flowing catchments.

Temperature is an important water quality component for salmonids—a critical target group for many restoration projects—that require cool-water refugia in summer and warm-water refugia in winter. Beaver ponds tend to increase water temperatures in summer, although in winter the impacts appear to be site specific (Collen and Gibson 2000). These surface-water impacts affect temperatures in groundwater (Lowry 1993) and corresponding downstream baseflow. We hypothesize that a catchment with early colonization by beavers undergoes increased surface-water temperatures in summer, but this increase dissipates over time as impoundments transition to meadows. Downstream temperature impacts of impoundments may be offset in part by the time lag between surface-water temperature increase and increases in groundwater down-gradient; Lowry (1993) measured a three-month lag. Additionally, early summer temperatures in impoundments may remain cool near the bottom as a result of increased riparian groundwater inputs.

**Beavers and biota.** Overall, beaver-created features are more productive than free-flowing segments. The communities associated with each of the three headwater segment types are distinct, with similar richness but different species compositions. Network-scale diversity of macroinvertebrates (McDowell and Naiman 1986) and riparian herbs (Wright et al. 2002) increases when all three segment types are present in a network where beavers are native. The inclusion of
beavers in a network can also increase the presence of rare species that depend on transient habitat (Bartel et al. 2010).

Fish species richness is greater in beaver impoundments and meadows (Pullen 1971, Snodgrass and Meffe 1998), and fishes associated with beaver impoundments are larger and more abundant (cf. Pollock et al. 2003). Additionally, endemic fish species—many of which are imperiled—are often found in headwaters, and are driven by niche specialization largely attributable to geographic isolation (Magurran 2009). By creating additional channel network complexity, including ponds and marshes laterally separate from the main channel, beavers may play a role in the creation and maintenance of fish biodiversity. Therefore, we hypothesize that, where beavers are native, beaver-colonized networks have enhanced species richness and increased presence of rare species. Modern recolonization by beavers, however, could alter existing habitats used by rare species and push them toward extinction.

Beaver colonization creates feeding, rearing, and refuge habitat for fish, and can even create new habitat where populations were previously unviable (Collen and Gibson 2000, Pollock et al. 2003). At marginal sites, however, beavers can negatively affect salmonid populations through higher temperatures, increased barriers to migration, and decreased spawning site availability (Collen and Gibson 2000). Fisheries managers often remove beaver dams to ensure longitudinal connectivity for migration of diadromous fish. Although beaver dams are at least temporary blockages, they typically do not prevent migration (Pollock et al. 2003). Knowing that the baseline condition includes both migratory fish and beavers, the following mechanisms are proposed to allow their coexistence: (a) most beaver dams may be passable under high flows occurring at some point during the migration period, (b) high flows during the migration period may erode or activate side channels that allow fish passage, and (c) higher straying rates of fish that spawn in headwaters allow more individuals to use nonnatal streams when compared with higher fidelity large-river spawners. This higher straying rate facilitates recolonization of streams when beaver dams are breached (e.g., Ayllon et al. 2006).

We hypothesize, therefore, that migratory fish runs are rarely limited by habitat conditions in catchments colonized by beavers, and that fish runs usually increase in these areas. However, given the depressed abundances of many native diadromous fish runs, we advise a catchment-specific approach where increased stream temperature or temporary migration barriers may devastate a given fish population.

**Restoration implications.** Given the level of research needed to understand the cumulative impacts of discontinuities on network-scale processes, it is premature to dramatically alter river restoration practice. Nonetheless, prototype projects designed using the concepts in this article could test some of these hypotheses as well as improve our ability to reach restoration targets. At the most fundamental level, we recommend improving habitat heterogeneity at the network scale. One possibility is to increase wet meadow habitats, which could be done by designing dam-removal projects using beaver meadows as the reference. Other options include capitalizing on existing human discontinuities such as culverts to outright creation of discontinuity at the base of a designed meadow through excavation upstream or construction of a partial barrier downstream.

Although impoundment habitat is rarely considered missing from most catchments because of the dominance of human dams, these dams and their impoundments differ from beaver dams and impoundments (e.g., table 1). Of the parameters described in table 1, crest geometry could be altered to provide some complexity in the hydraulic cross section, allowing for variable water levels upstream and larger littoral zones. This type of modification could be designed on the basis of the practice of notchng dam spillways to provide fish passage to downstream fish ladders or other structures. In managed dams, the upstream water level could be managed to allow for seasonal and climatic variability in water levels that is more similar to a beaver pond. Installation of low-flow release structures at run-of-the-river dams could further provide some of this variability. Overall, human impoundments can play an active role in watershed-based management plans, and alteration of operations to meet nutrient management goals could be considered.

Of the major processes discussed above in the context of a discontinuous river network, sediment transport may be the one that most contradicts both the restoration and the regulatory reference condition. Although the restoration reference typically considers baseline sediment regimes to be free flowing, the environmental regulatory view is typically to forbid any sediment release. The discontinuous river network, however, has both sources and sinks of sediments. Patchy storage of sediment is a fundamental part of this system, with unexplored ecological implications. Conversely, erosion of portions of these sediments is also a part of the baseline system. In-channel wetlands appear to serve a critical function within this process for retention and release of sediments, and should not necessarily be viewed as features that require protection from these processes.

**Conclusion**

In order to create sustainable, ecologically based restoration (sensu Palmer 2009), the paradigm of the forested headwater system must include precolonial fluvial and riparian discontinuities, including those created by beavers. The currently used reference of a purely free-flowing river provides little large-scale heterogeneity in comparison with the precolonial system that included frequent—though usually incomplete—barriers to water and sediment flow. The current reference allows for none of the structure and functions associated with the once-dominant beaver ponds and meadows. Until human society can accommodate landscapes that are spatially and temporally dynamic, with entire river valleys that are seasonally saturated or impounded, it is necessary to settle for less-than-full restoration in populated areas. A moderate level of restoration that allows for some patch heterogeneity (Naiman...
and Rogers 1997) and some of the discontinuity-generated processes can be provided by human engineering, particularly by emphasizing in-channel wetland restoration. There is great opportunity to strengthen diversity and improve functions within our river systems by considering the discontinuous reference when designing projects, and to rely on human engineering only where it is not possible to reintroduce the original river ecosystem engineer.
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